Abstract-Agile processes, like Feature Driven Development (FDD), Scrum and Extreme Programming (XP), have been criticized for not providing a suitable framework for building secure software. In order to find the real-life issues, this case study was initiated to investigate whether the existing FDD can withstand requirements change and software security altogether. The case study was performed in controlled environment -in a course called Application Development-a four credit hours course at UTM. The course began by splitting up the class to seven software development groups and two groups were chosen to implement the existing process of FDD. After students were given an introduction to FDD, they started to adapt the processes to their proposed system. Then students were introduced to the basic concepts on how to make software systems secure. Though, they were still new to security and FDD, however, this study produced a lot of interest among the students. The students seemed to enjoy the challenge of creating secure system using FDD model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Agile models have been promising methods towards the software development that run smoothly without overrun the budget and time [1] . However matters like change in requirements, and size [2] of software systems can bring vulnerability to the software. Therefore, recently agile methods such as Scrum [3] - [5] and Extreme Programming (Xp) introduced model that equipped with security [6] , [7] . In addition, software security itself has its own model [8] - [13] . However, to develop secure software, it seem a long way to go for FDD since there are only a few research that available about this model. So far, many researches included agile processes in undergraduate level case studies [14] - [17] in software engineering but the papers mostly cover Scrum and XP. The class only provides opinion on how they could improve those two agile models without implementing and get the professional perspectives. Therefore this case study was conducted in a class and took one semester to see the result of the case study. Two basic goals of this experiment of case student were to introduce students to a variety of software processes in Agile and to get students to adapt security in their system in FDD manners. We wanted to investigate that by adding security elements in the system while applying FDD processes, whether it was possible to handle changes Manuscript received December 9, 2012 ; revised Febnary 18, 2013 [1] .
In our case study, the students who did not have any experience or skills in implementing security element in the system, managed to learn new skill in a semester. Later in this paper, we shall see, how the student were assigned tasks on managing the system development process in addition security elements that have been added as late requirements.
First, this paper provides an overview of the course, in order to provide the context in which this discussion takes place. The paper then turns its attention to how security issues are introduced into the course. The main focus shall be on how the course gets students to think about how they manage when new security requirement when they are in FDD process in developing their system. Specific suggestions that arise during our in-class discussion will be presented
II. OVERVIEW OF THE COURSE
The course began by introducing a variety of software processes in Agile to students. Then we chose two groups to apply FDD while other 5 groups applied other Agile software process such as Scrum and XP. After that, a twoweek introduction to FDD was conducted. Then, the students started the documentation as advised. After that the course continued with implementing the design.
While the students were busy doing the project, the lecturer suddenly changed the requirements during second month. The tasks list was to implement security element like SQL injection, encryption, session management and others that relate towards their system. However each agile group had an assistant to help them in accomplish all these tasks. At the end the students compared the estimated date of completion of the system with the previous date of completion set during the first week of course. They had to check whether they overrun the dateline or not and if they overrun the dateline, what were the reasons that they overboard the dateline.
III. IMPLEMENTING FDD
As the class project started, the students were divided to seven groups. Two groups were given the task of completing their system project using FDD model and there were guided with all the phases of FDD [17] . The phases are in the next section.
A. Develop an Overall Model Phase
This is the first phase of FDD. In this phase the students were familiarized with this agile model. They needed to perform their requirement and made it into a overall model for the whole system where they did using Enterprise Architecture (EA) tool. EA tool helped them create a whole model to depict the whole modules of the system. Both team managed to come out with 5 modules. 
B. Build a Feature List
This is the next phase after finishing the overall model for the system. They need to identify the features that listed under the module. For instance, the system has a module of Quota Package. Therefore the features are Apply Quota, View List, Approve Quota, Reject Quota, Reject Quota and Update Quota List. The task is that one group must have at least 20 features in their project. This phase also have been done using EA tool where each features are noted in use case diagram.
C. Plan by Feature
This third phase is the most crucial phase where all the planning of the project started here. The student must really need to prepare the planning documentation for each module that they have created. Each module must has estimation time to be completed. As far as concern, feature sets with completion dates, Chief Programmers assigned to feature sets, a list of classes and the developers that own them must be listed in their planning documentations. However each team has different kind of planning documentation. One of the group must do the planning using gantt chart where else the other group used mind maps as depicted in Fig. 2 . The main reason why this method was used to determine whether by using gantt chart or by using mind map could help to see the overall progress of the development better. As the author of VeriSign said they tried the method of mind maps and they get a better view of the whole system development planning. As we can see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , each group do different type of planning documentation. Based on the author of VeriSign it is easier to see the whole plan using mind maps. As this example of case study based on Fig. 4 , we can see who in charge of each module, feature and the duration needed to complete the module compared to Fig. 3 , the gantt 
D. Design by Feature
This phase required the students to be more precise on how they going to design their system by feature. Each feature must have a sequence diagram and class diagram to picture their system looks like. This phase is also important to show to their customer how the system operates so that any confusion or disagreement could be settled before the developers starting developing the system. Based on Fig. 5 , from the Apply Quota feature, the sequence diagram is to show the flow of that feature. 
E. Build by Feature
This phase is the last phase where the technical part comes in action. After a thorough check on the design, they started developing the system by module one after another. The lecturer has appointed one to two weeks to complete one module. Even though both teams were using FDD, but they were using different programming language and tools to complete their system. One of the groups was using PHP and the other group was using JSP. While completing the system they will also update their gantt chart or their mind maps. Based on Fig. 6 (a, b) , it depicts the interface of apply quota feature interface of the system using php programming language, Dreamweaver software, Mysql database and Xampp server.
IV. THE SUDDEN SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
This paper was written to see how well the existing FDD model adapting security in their process. As we all know that security does not really match with most Agile modeling and nowadays security have its own model, Software Development Life Cycle [18] . Therefore, while the students in the middle of their developing process, the lecturer gave another task where they need to apply security feature in their system. For instance based on Fig. 7 (a,b) , the students need to perform password encryption to secure their login part. Therefore when the hacker tries to get other user password, the only data that the hacker gets is encrypted password.
Fig. 7(a). Password encryption(login page)

Fig. 7(b). Password encryption(RESULT PAGE)
If their system fails to secure it, they need to embed security feature in the log in part. Other than encryption, the students also need to implement session management, sql injection and cross site scripting in their system. After that, we checked if that the estimated completion date is exceeded or remain the same. At last when the system is done, is true that the students have exceeded their estimated completion date. Both of the FDD teams have put 29 th of November 2012 as their estimated completion date.
The Online sticker application group has finished their system on 3 rd of December 2012 and the KTR RSS application team completed their system on 10 th of December 2012. After getting feedback from both teams, they mentioned that the exceeded time is not really due to the addition of security feature but the skills that they have is not sufficient enough and other subjects assignments, test and co -curriculum activities have pull them back in completing their system.
V. RECOMMENDATIONS
There are a few discussions about implementing security in agile models like XP and Scrum [19] - [21] .This is the part where the students that have complete their phases in the FDD to voice out their opinion about the weaknesses that they find in the existing FDD model to adapt with security 1) Through your experience in FDD process development, explain briefly weaknesses in FDD modeling. 2) When the lecturer asked you to add security features/elements inside your system, do you think that it slowed down your system development progress? Give reason. 3) Based on your experience throughout the course, suggest ways to improve the whole FDD development process if security features need to be added inside the system. 4) Between gantt chart and mind map, which dou you find better in planning and tracking the progress of the project.
After collecting data from the questionnaire, Table I,  Table II, Table III and Table IV show the feedbacks from the students. There are not specific roles for each team members 2 There are too much feature that hold by different member that will be very hard to synchronize between the features 2
That is hard to update the documentation until the final stage 3
Lacking in communication between the class owner. 3
Could not handle sudden changes and it will consume time 5 FDD requires too much documentation before the real coding starts 7
Based on the Table I , most of the feedbacks from question 1, stated that the weakness of FDD requires too much documentation before the real coding starts and that will consume so much time to finish up the system. The students also thought that FDD requires too much documentation and when they started the coding, and changes came in between, they need to update the documentation and also developed the code. 
Feedbacks
No. of Students
No
The security feature is necessary to be considered as part of the requirements. 2
Yes Consume time since they are not prepared the right tool that they are using can be easily create the security features 1
They need time to learn how to implement the security feature inside the system 1 It will slow down since they need time to adapt the changes of the addition on security features 2
Deviate from the original schedule. 3
Most of the students stated that sudden changes in requirements in security features made their development process slowed down due to deviation from the original schedule. However there two students stated that additional security features does not slowed down their progress since they already include the security feature as part of their early requirements. Lessen the unnecessary documentations 1 Any additional changes on the system especially in security feature must be made parallel with the main system development progress.
1
The team must always report to each other to keep track the progress among each other 2
Must use or specify tools that can be used to create any security features 2
Add security specialist among the roles in FDD 2
Expose the team members with the security knowledge 3 Any requirements that included security features must be clearly stated 4
Must be stated in early stage of the development process 4 The existing FDD modeling must add more iteration between the phases. 5
Majority of the students stated that to improve the existing FDD modeling is by adding more iteration between the phases inside FDD. For instance, the iteration must be repeated since the first phase not in design and build phase only. However just minor of the students proposed that the FDD team must consider security features as the functional requirement that must be treated fairly like other requirements of the system, lessen the unnecessary documentations and any additional changes on the system especially in security feature must be made parallel with the main system development progress. Based on Table IV , seven out of eight students agreed that using mind maps is better than use the conventional gantt chart due to the complete view of planning documentation. While only one student think that gantt chart is better than mind map and from his explanation, mind map Do not specify the date and have too much information in one short that need time to understand the whole picture.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this experimental case study toward the secure software engineering, the third year students used FDD model. We have found out that FDD has the potentials to adapt with the secure development life cycle. Based on our observations, we can say that it is possible that FDD could manage well with security of security of software if this model is carefully analyzed and implemented with some of the security practices, plan the right tool, add more iterations between the phases of FDD and use mind map tool, to get a clearer view of the whole progress in the planning phase. We noticed that, even if the students that were still new in developing a secure system and never heard off or familiarized with the secure software development could pull off with little difficulty. However, we noticed that FDD needs to be remodeled to clearly define the process towards secure software development. Sometimes, the current defined roles in FDD are not sufficient. After these improvements, we think that the large scale secure systems (including in the industry sector) would have no problem in developing secured software. Thus, in our future we intend to propose security phase and security master role for FDD.
